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one of the other major forms of memory in malayalam cinema is that of the maternal body. the maternal body is also a disruptive subject for the memories of the migrant. the maternal body as a subject in film discourse is a rather recent phenomenon.
the maternal body is typically used in narrative film in two contexts: the maternal body is deployed in reference to a past that is either inaccessible to the present or is rather distant in time. the maternal body is deployed in this sense when the past is

seen from the perspective of the speaker. this is the case when the maternal body is used to comment on the past, for example in the context of a nostalgic film. the maternal body is also used in films that deal with the distance of the past. in this case,
the maternal body is deployed as a comparison between the past and the present. here, the maternal body is deployed as a means of expressing the distance that the present has from the past. for example, it is used to describe the difference between
the present and the past in ore jose (venugopan, 2010 ) and dubai. the memories of dubai might be multiform in nature. the memories are fragmented, and it is the human capability of re-composing and re-articulating the memories that is the material
of movies. the memories of the migrant, and especially of the migrant labourer, are subject to a series of disruptions. they are triggered by the constant reminder of the gulf as a place where they were, will always be and should return to. it was the gulf

of the migrant as a force of destruction and creation that was documented in films such as sharja to sharja, oru marubhoomikkadha, dubai, pathemari, garshom and khaddama. in one of the most remarkable movies of the period, sharja to sharja, the
memories of the migrant in the gulf are brought back to the same gulf where they are exploited as low-cost labour by a certain malayali entrepreneur. the memories of that migrant are disrupted by a series of superfast motor bikes that jostle the

memories of the migrant in a number of very memorable and confrontational scenes.
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